.1,2/ holds for all f € W ' (Q) , under a mild regularity hypothesis on 9SI. In this note will only be considering Lipschitz domains, for which it is easy to verify the Poincare inequality. There are then eigenvalues 0 = ^ < /^ < /i« < ... and a complete orthonormal 1 c ) system of eigenfunctions ^eW' (0) n C 00^) satisfying -A^>,=/A,^, in fl, and verifying the boundary condition of (N) in the following weak sense:
f VvV^=/^f v^ for all v e W 112^) .
(^( x ) is the constant function.) We denote the corresponding operator -A^r.
One of the main objects of study in the functional calculus is the fractional poweisof the operator. In this talk we will focus on the square root. Denote A = (-AD)' and
If f,g e W^' 2^) , then
Jft so that ||Af|| n = ||Vf|| n . Similarly under the mild regularity hypothesis on 9SI, 
The extent to which these inequalities may be extended to Lipshitz domains was treated by B. Dahlberg [1] in the case of the Dirichlet problem. He showed (ii) (/?) holds for 1 < q < 3 + e , where e > 0 depends on the Lipschitz contsnt, and this is sharp.
(iii) In the case of C domains (/)) holds for all q , 1 < q < oo.
Notice that in the case of the Dirichlet problem part (7) obviously extends to arbitrary domains n . In fact, by the maximum principle, Green* s function for the Dirichlet problem is smaller than the Newtonian potential on R 11 . The estimate on n then follows from the well-known fractional integral estimates on R 11 .
The first corollary of Theorem 1 is that we recover Dahlberg's results (ii) and (iii) and, in addition, the same results hold in the Neumann problem. In fact, (-^r 1 = A-2 , so ||Vu||q = HVA^fllq < ||AA^f||q = HA-1^ < \^\ < ||AA^ f|| = ||f|| . The first and last inequalities follow if 1 < q < p. and 1 < p < p. .
The middle inequality is just the usual fractional integral inequality.
We have also obtained a sharper counterexample than (i).
Proposition. There is a C domain and a solution u to (D) with f 6 C°°(n) but . Let u(x,t) = (e""^ f)(x) then ^u -Au = 0 in R^ x n , u(x,t) = 0 .2 for x e ^ and u(x,0) = f(x) . ||Vu(-,t)|lp < ||Au(-,t)|lp = ||e LA Af||^p < ||Af|| < ||Vf|| . The first inequality holds for p < pi , the last for p > pn .
The middle inequality follows from the properties of the heat semigroup, (see [3] .) Note that the estimate is independent of t . There is a similar result for the Neumann problem.
Finally, let us indicate some of the main ideas of the proof of Theorem 1 and the main obstacles. We will focus on the inequality
which is the same as ||Vg|| < C||Ag|| . We proceed by complex interpolation. First of all,
IIA^fH -m, 1 < r < oo holds for any domain because of Stein's (Littlewood-Paley) multiplier theory for semigroups [3] . If we knew then we could deduce (*) for 3/2 < p < 3 by interpolation. (The spaces W^ for fractional a are defined from their integer counterparts using complex interpolation.) IV-9
The main point of the proof is that there is also converse to the restriction lemma:
if Av = 0 in 0 and v|n^ belongs to A^P^) , then v belongs to W p 5 (H) , 1<p<2+ 6.
